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The Restoration of GloryAfter 4,000 years of waiting, Prophecy has been fulfilled!The Dark Lord

Tommus, heir to the Throne of Orcus, has relit Mount Doom in the Abyss! It is time for the Orcs to

reclaim their rightful place in the multiverse!As the orcs rejoice and race to rebuild the connections

between their worlds and the Abyss and the alvar gird for war, Tom discovers his new home comes

with some unexpected guests--guests who may provide him with leverage in his conflict with the

god Tiernon.Hilda and the avatars of Tiernon work to establish a new base of operations upon the

plains of Murgatroy to launch a rescue mission for Talarius.Meanwhile, aboard Dante's Inferno,

Oorstemoth and the Rod invade the Abyss on their joint mission to rescue Talarius and arrest Lord

Edwyrd.Exador needs the assistance of the Storm Lords to destroy Lenamare and the Council of

Wizardry and seize The Book once and for all. In return he must first recreate the lost works of the

Dark Apostle.In the Courts of Chaos, Lilith is preoccupied by a Baron of Chaos who wants to know

where hir Maelstrom

went.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------AUTHORS NOTE: I believe that earlier issues involving the Kindle

Cloud Reader and the Paper White have been resolved. If you see formatting issues please see

Author Page https://www..com/-/e/B00JFKCCTI, My author forums

https://www..com/gp/forum/cd/forum.html/ref=cm_cd_t_rvt?ie=UTF8&cdForum=Fx3RI7J5FDSG4QJ

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/demonsofastlan or website http://www.Astlan.World for

instructions on how to get a corrected version from .If you get a fixed version and still note issues.

please contact Tizzy at astlan dot net
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This is the 3rd installment of the Demons of Astlan series, and it is as good as the first two. Some

other reviewers have mentioned the jumping viewpoints being distracting, but I didn't think it was

particularly bad. Perhaps more of a personal preference. Starting with bk 2, location changes now

include a header with the location/time which to me seems to help keep things in order a little

better.Please note that the pre-release version had some text issues on the Kindle Paperwhite and

Kindle Cloud Reader. That was resolved, and new purchases should NOT be affected. There are

some reviewers that gave lower reviews due to this, and never changed their reviews even though

the problem was resolved.Though the jumping viewpoints may not be everyone's tumbler of

Denubian Choco-CoffeeÃ¢Â„Â¢, the story and characters are consistent, action is lively and fun,

and by the end of the book, I was ready for more.Overall, this was a very fun read.PLEASE NOTE:

This is NOT a standalone novel. If you haven't read the first book "Into the Abyss"

(https://www..com/Into-Abyss-Demons-Astlan-Book-ebook/dp/B00JCJ9X3A), then you will be very

lost. These books are a single story broken into book-size pieces, so there is very little retreading of

the story. In other words, if you are new to this series start with Book 1 not this one.

I love this series. The only disappointment I have is that I've finished it and have to wait again for the

next one. This third installment has everything I enjoyed about the others and really opened up

some revelations that were left hanging from the last one as well as presenting some new

challenges. I think the thing that I favored most was that this one has certain people return to reason

and think for themselves. I will not rush this author for the continuation because he has provided me

with so much entertainment, laughter, and wonder that I don't want him to mess with his flow.

Through all three books I don't know how many times I've put it down to laugh uncontrollably, clap,

or raise my fist in victory. These are great books and I can't get enough of Astlan and toms crew. I

read the first two twice and I will probably re-read this one as well, they are just too much fun. I just

really wish I knew just what in the Hell Tizzy is up to?!?



First off I love these books. I DID however like the first 2 more. This one I feel had twice as much

talking and no action at all till the last 20 percent or so. I got a little bored. Left me with many

questions and few answers. I feel I've discovered a few, like who is Tisdale for real, but you never

know for sure. This book did reveal some great stuff but that generated even more questions! I do

hope the next book has Tom kicking more A hole throughout the book not just a large battle at the

end. I love Tom. I feel he's going place and will do great things. The book is good, it gets my vote.

Just want more action.

Book 3 jumps around a lot from character to character so if you read book 2 over a year ago it can

be slightly disorienting at first. This looks like it was done to give a very clear picture to what is

happening across different story lines. A couple new players are added but the story moves along at

a brisk pace. A couple of the scenes don't move the story but I feel they make the authors world

seem more alive.I recommend skimming through the last couple chapters of book two if you need a

refresher on where everyone's at.I had no problems reading with the kindle app on my iPhone. Also

I received an email after my purches that a updated kindle version has been released.

So. I just finished re-reading this entire series. For the third time since I bought them. The series is

just that good. So what's so great about them?Characters-All the characters in the worlds of this

series are believable, deep, and so incredibly entertaining. Some are over the top... But for good

reason.World(s)-The various worlds, planes, universes, etc, are all interesting, and it's amazing how

well the author ties them all together without the story getting muddy.Mythology-If you like

Olympian, Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Tolkien, Doctor Who, um... Just keep adding more mythos,

they are all represented in some way in these books, and Oh Boy what a great take on old

stories.MagicSuper advanced technologyDemonsGod'sUndead...Why are you still reading this

review? Get the bloody books!

YOU ARE DOOMED! And you're probably loving it! Tom and his merry band of misfit demons is

back. Everything is spiraling even more out of control as the series of implausible and insanity

inducing coincidences continue to drag Tom even deeper into the affairs of immortals. Startling

truths about Orcus's nature and purpose in the multiverse come to light, raising even more

questions about his murderers and their motives. Portraits of Orcus's true form, the type of mana

wielder he was, and favorite human form shakes Tom's certainty of who he is, as well as the type of



person Orcus was. As both mortals and immortals scramble to understand the motivations, origins,

and plans of the newest player that appeared from seemingly nowhere, they are all left reeling in

shock at the impossibly fast pace (for immortals) that his involvement has thrown the entire playing

field into chaos. This is an excellent addition to the series, and I can't wait to see how the author

continues this amazing series.

I've rarely become addicted to a series, but I have to this one.I got the first book on Audible, and

read it within a few days. Usually I wait at least a few days before getting another book in a series,

but no, I had to get book #2 right away and start that one.Then when I finished Heavenly Hosts, the

third book wasn't available on Audible so I got it on Kindle, which I usually don't do.And now it's all

done! Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â¢This is easily one of the best series I've read, and each book just gets better and

better. And with all the mysteries, like whether Tom is really Orcus or not, it just makes one want to

read more.Hoping book 4 comes out soon.
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